Newton Falls JH & HS

BOOK BAG POLICY 22-23

In an effort to increase building security, the Junior High and High School will only
permit CLEAR book bags, beginning with the 22-23 school year.

Clear book bags ONLY are permitted. Book bags must have clear visibility through all
dimensions, including the bottom. Colored, transparent book bags are not permitted.
Any bags other than clear book bags are strictly prohibited, including mesh. Colored,
transparent book bags are not permitted. The bag may have a mesh pocket OR colored
straps.
All athletic bags will be checked into the respective offices (HS: 9-12; JH: 6-8) prior to
entering the building and can be retrieved at the end of the day following the dismissal
bell.
Any musical instrument cases must be checked into the respective offices prior to
entering the building and will be transported to the band/music room each day. Students
may retrieve their instruments from their band lockers during class and the instrument
case will remain in such location until the end of the day.
Students are permitted to carry personal hygiene items in a small pouch within the clear
backpack or a small purse, no larger than 6 inches by 9 inches.
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Q: Are logos allowed on the front of the backpack?

A: Small logos are permitted; however, large logos or visual obstructions are not permitted if
they limit the visibility through the bag.
Q: My child needs to carry hygiene products in her bag in a discrete way. How can she
do this?

A: Students are permitted to bring a small pouch or purse no larger than 6 inches by 9 inches
to store any personal hygiene items.
Q: Are lunch boxes permitted?

A: Yes, non-clear lunch boxes are permitted to be carried inside the book bag.
Q: My child plays multiple sports and needs to bring their sports bag to school to
change. What should they do?

A: Students carrying large athletic bags or instrument cases should check their items into the
respective offices (JH: 6-8; HS: 9-12) PRIOR to entering the school building.
Q: Where can I find a clear book bag?

A: Clear book bags can be found at Walmart, Target, Amazon, and many online retailers.

